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RÉSUMÉ 

Dans un contexte de transformation numenque, 1 'usage répandu de systèmes 
algorithmiques est pris pour acquis dans une société moderne. Malgré leur popularité 
croissante, certains de ces systèmes présentent souvent un comportement opaque et 
imprévisible qui résulte dans un manque de compréhension et d'entendement de leur 
fonctionnement interne par les humains (le soi-disant 'problème de la boîte noire'). 

En visant à examiner l'opacité algorithmique dans le cas de modèles d'apprentissages 
profonds, cette recherche qualitative présente une revue de la littérature suivie du 
développement de concepts pour proposer une explication de l'opacité algorithmique 
en termes sociologiques. 

Je définis l'opacité algorithmique comme le manque de compréhension par des humains 
de la logique des algorithmes ainsi que des résultats de leur exécution par une machine. 
En adoptant une perspective sociologique, le système analysé implique: (a) la présence 
d'acteurs sociaux, de leurs propriétés et de leurs actions; (b) leurs processus de prise de 
décision; ( c) l'interprétation des résultats d'une exécution d'un algorithme par une 
machine; et ( d) leur contexte social spécifique. L'opacité algorithmique peut être 
comprise alors comme une accumulation de compromis et d'autres dérivés de la prise 
de décisions humaines pendant le cycle de vie de systèmes algorithmiques. 

Ces résultats pourraient attirer surtout 1' attention des chercheurs en gestion et design 
organisationnel, ainsi que d'autres chercheurs en sciences humaines et sociales. Mais 
ils pourraient être contestés par leurs collègues de technologies d'information et la 
communication, au niveau de l'évaluation de qualité. 

Divisé en deux parties (la création de concepts et leur évaluation empirique), mon futur 
travail consistera à plusieurs études de cas ayant pour but d'identifier les causes de 
1' opacité algorithmique et de trouver des façons de traiter les répercussions de cette 
opacité dans les divers contextes organisationnels. 

Mots clés: algorithme, opacité algorithmique, recherche qualitative, apprentissage 
machine, algorithme apprenant, apprentissage profond, entreprise. 



ABSTRACT 

In a context of digital transformation, the widespread use of algorithmic systems is a 

given in modem society. In spite of their growing popularity, sorne of these systems 

often exhibit a puzzling behaviour resulting in a lack of understanding and 

comprehension of their inner workings by humans (i.e. the so-called 'black-box 

problem'). 

Focused on algorithmic opacity in the case of deep machine leaming models, this 

qualitative explanation-driven research takes the form of a literature review followed 

by conceptual developments aimed at explaining algorithmic opacity in sociological 

terms. 

I define algorithmic opacity as the lack of human understanding of algorithmic logic 

and its execution by a machine. From a sociological perspective, the overall mechanism 

involves the presence of (a) social actors, their properties and actions; (b) their 

decision-making processes; ( c) their interpretation of the results of an execution of an 

algorithm by a machine; and ( d) their specifie social context. Algorithmic opacity then 

may be understood as a result of the accumulation of trade-offs and other by-products 

of human decision-making during the li fe cycle of algorithmic systems. 

These results may appeal mostly to management and organizational researchers and 

practitioners as well as other social scientists, but they might be challenged by ICT 

people working on quality appraisal and qualitative design. 



x 

Divided into a concept building and an empirical part, my own future work will consist 

of multiple case studies aiming to identify the causes and mitigate the effects of 

algorithmic opacity in various organizational contexts. 

Keywords: algorithm, algorithmic opacity, qualitative research, enterprise, deep 

machine learning, learning algorithm. 



INTRODUCTION 

The word 'algorithm' is historically associated with a specifie technological deviee, 

such as a persona! computer in the late 20th century and a smartphone or tablet more 

recently. In both public and private spaces lately, this word has escaped its original 

definition. Once reserved for specifie concepts and associated mostly with 

technological deviees and practices, the algorithm become currently used for defining 

and describing various socially-related phenomena, such as team' or enterprise' 

networks and capabilities (Trexler, 2008; Lester, 2017). 

As a necessary and intrinsic element of digital transformations (Olleros & Zhegu, 

2016a; Floridi, 2009, 2014), algorithms affect human practices in various fields of 

activities and attract researchers from very diverse domains. For example, legal 

scholars and political scientists explore the ethical implications, as weil as the 

accountability, transparency and auditing of such systems (Diakopoulos, 20 16; 

Mittelstadt et al., 2016; Woolley & Howard, 2016). Communication researchers are 

interested in algorithms and their impact on human behaviour through social media 

(Bechmann, 2017; Eslami et al., 2016). Other social scientists consider algorithms as 

concealing, explicitly or implicitly, human actions and intentions, collective and 

persona! values and norms (Bucher, 2017; Gillespie, 2017; Willson, 2017). More 

specifically, Bolin & Schwarz (2015) are interested in the role of algorithms in 

capturing implicit social structures. Moreover, Beer (2016) investigates the question of 

algorithmic systems and their influences in ordering social structures. 
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For management and organization-oriented researchers, the concept of algorithm 

occupies two closely related places, in big data analytics (Ambrose, 2015; Ekbia et al., 

2015) and in deep machine leaming (Armando, 2017; Dhar, 2016). In both cases, 

algorithmic systems are bounded by an established social institution such as an 

enterprise or an NGO (non-governmental organization). 

Among the common themes across these streams of research, two are the most 

interesting for my own research. The first one includes transparency and accountability 

on the part of owners and managers of algorithmic systems (Diakopoulos, 2017; 

Ananny & Crawford, 2016; Danaher, 2016). Scholars in the domain of artificial 

intelligence and machine leaming are also exploring characteristics such as algorithmic 

safety (Vassev, 2016) and robustness (Russell et al., 2015). The second theme concems 

algorithmic opacity, the lack of hurnan understanding of algorithmic logic and results, 

sometimes called the 'black-box' problem (Diakopoulos, 2014; Perel & Elkin-Koren, 

2017; Tzeng & Ma, 2005). Once combined in a larger picture, both of these themes 

may be considerd as necessary elements of research efforts toward building artificial 

intelligence possessing hurnan-level capabilities across a vast range of tasks and, 

moreover, explaning its own performance in such tasks (Goertzel, 2014; Müller & 

Bostrom, 20 16). 

One specifie kind of algorithm, identified by the generic term of learning algorithm 

(Olleros & Zhegu, 2016b), deserves special attention as it modifies its structure as a 

consequence of a continuous interaction with the environment and data, all of which 

are somehow bounded by existing social structures, such as enterprises. This peculiar 

feature accentuates the above-mentioned opacity in the case of deep learning 

algorithms operating on big data (L'Heureux et al., 2017; Najafabadi et al., 2015). 

On the other band, leaming algorithms are responsible for many recent successes in 

cognitive tasks based on perception, and in more complicated situations such as games 

requiring strategie decision-making and foresight, as well as cooperation and other kind 
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of intelligent behavior. Among the former, visual object recognition, as weil as text and 

voice identification and generation are the most prevalent and promissing 

(Russakovsky et al., 2015). As for the latter, various strategie games (e.g., Go and 

poker) are the latest examples of machine learning attaining better-than-human-level 

performance quite rapidly (Moravcik et al., 2017; Silver et al., 2017). These 

achievements attract various groups of social actors (e.g. business community, elected 

officiais, social activists, etc.) with the promise of solving problems or advancing 

performance to the point that international organizations and governments are starting 

to pay attention to this domain (Biegel & Kurose, 2016; National Research Council, 

2013). 

To sum up, the success and omnipresence of algorithmic systems in modern life, 

combined with sorne of their characteristics such as impenetrable and inexplicable 

inner workings, enigmatic and abstruse functioning, present an interesting phenomenon 

to investigate. We shall try to disentangle these problems and present a plausible 

account of the current mosaic of hypotheses, facts, models and theories about 

algorithmic opacity. 

The highlights of this report are as follows. The evasive nature and long-standing issue 

of algorithmic opacity warrant a shift in perspective and the adoption of a process

oriented sociological view. The explanatory mechanism includes social entities, their 

decision-making processes and the interpretations of algorithmic logic and results in 

various social contexts. The rise of algorithmic opacity may be articulated as the 

accumulation of by-products of human decision-making during the algorithmic life

cycles in different situations. Further refinements of this account may provide 

guidelines, suggestions for mitigating the effects of algorithmic opacity and other 

digital phenomena exhibiting enigmatic behaviour. 

The outline of this report is as follows. The first section, a conceptual background, 

presents a broad survey of algorithms, their opacity and related questions. This survey 
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will cover the definition of algorithm, the history of the idea of learning algorithms, 

artificial intelligence, an overview of deep leaming models and architectures, as well 

as a brief overview of existing theories of leaming algorithms. Moreover, this broad 

survey will also include a discussion of opacity and its close neighbors, and will present 

existing solutions. Lastly, the discussion will highlight more general trends in machine 

learning and artificial intelligence alongside broad remarks on the state of research into 

learning algorithms. 

The second section, on objectives and methodology, details the research questions and 

methodological approach. This approach is a combination of a narrative literature 

review and a specifie type of concept development serving together for articulating a 

coherent explanation. 

The third section, developing an explanation, starts with a presentation of origins of 

algorithmic opacity and its overall mechanism in sociological terms. This chapter 

concludes with a subsection about the history of algorithmic opacity. 

Finally, this report concludes with sorne implications of our research into algorithmic 

opacity (i.e., the transferability ofresults), the limitations of this research (i.e., possible 

objections) and avenues for further study (i.e., refinements of the mechanism and 

empirical validation). 



CHAPTERI 

CONCEPTUALBACKGROUND 

1.1 Historicallandmarks 

Before pursuing a general discussion ofleaming algorithms and their associated issues, 

it is important to anchor the topic in its historical context and review the ideas that have 

contributed to its evolution. Among these ideas, artificial intelligence (AI) is arguably 

the most important one: it includes leaming algorithms in general and deep leaming in 

particular. 

In the history of AI, three main periods are worth mentioning as the ideas of leaming, 

knowledge, agent and agency, and the social and natural world are all constantly 

present. The Dartmouth conference of 1955 is considered a tuming point in the history 

of AI, as it propelled AI into the area of a serious research (McCarthy et al., 2006). 

After the conference, the logic and symbolic era continued until the connectionist turn 

of the mid-1980s. This era produced a panoply of expert systems that were 

meticulously constructed by humans trying to encode knowledge and practice in 

logically manipulated symbols. Despite being brittle and specialized in only a handful 

of closely related tasks, these systems gained popularity among large industrial play ers. 

As part of the mid-1980s connectionist tum in the cognitive sciences, research into AI 

and machine leaming (a branch of Al) adopted the neural networks metaphor (Mira, 

2008). Borrowed from cognitive scientists who believed that a single region of the 

mammal brain is responsible for all perception, and combined with computer scientists' 
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essential principles and practices, this metaphor initially produced rather mixed results. 

In the late 1980s, researchers were aware that AI' s great promises coexisted with a lack 

ofunderstanding about the inner workings of artificial neural networks (Gallant, 1988). 

This lack of understanding - labeled "the black-box problem" - did not impede the 

graduai development and diffusion of artificial neural networks in other research 

domains and fields ofpractice, such as medicine (Barreto & de Azevedo, 1993). 

In 2006, a team of researchers led by Geoffrey Hinton (Hinton et al., 2006) solved an 

enduring obstacle in AI performance: the "exploding and vanishing gradient" problem 

which is surnmarized as the premature abortion of algorithm' execution during 

mathematical operations (Bengio et al., 1994)1
• This achievement marked the advent 

of a new era in the development and diffusion of neural networks under the name of 

deep neural networks. This new type of neural network constitutes the essence of deep 

learning architecture. Following the breakthrough in neural networks' performance 

came a proliferation of practical applications across a variety of industries, which 

gradually garnered public attention. However, the "black-box problem" is still haunting 

deep architecture networks, and increasing numbers of politicians, social actors and 

industrial players are calling for greater efforts aimed at solving this problem. 

1.2 Algorithms 

1.2.1 On the definition of 'algorithm' 

1 For example, the consecutive multiplication of large numbers will give an ever larger number while 
attaining a practical limit of resource availability in the machine; the same logic applies to the small 
numbers and other mathematical operations (Bengio et al., 1994). 
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As digital artifacts situated in a social realm, algorithms interest researchers from 

various fields and domains. These researchers employ different approaches and adopt 

multiple perspectives. 

Scholars in computer science or ICT trace their definition of algorithms back to the 

work of Alan Turing in applied mathematics (Turing & Copeland, 2004). Two types 

of definition are worth mentioning. Among the examples of the first type, Gurevich 

(2012, 2013, 2015) tries to define algorithms based on the mathematical concept of 

"abstract state machines." Scholars investigating the second type derive their 

definitions from the basic mathematical notion of recursion. Moschovakis (1998, 2001) 

and Moschovakis et al. (2008) have pursued this type of definition. Finally, Yanofsky 

(20 11) attempts to combine and enhance these two lines of inquiry in his own definition 

of algorithm. 

Usually expressed as a group of axioms and theorems (Hoare, 1969) combined with a 

mathematical proof (i.e., a chain of operations constructed by following mathematical 

rules), these definitions of algorithm suffer from sorne major flaws from a social

science perspective. Firstly, they lack human-specific characteristics, attributes and 

properties, such as beliefs, intentions, actions and reflections. Secondly, their abstract 

characteristics make them difficult to use directly for the investigation of social 

phenomena. They are therefore not appropriate in situations where social interaction 

between individuals and groups involves human-specific constructs such as norms and 

values. Moreover, their application precludes the use of a proper lev el of investigation, 

as the boundaries are not clear and the separate concems among the domains of 

research are difficult to delineate. 

A definition proposed by Kowalski (1979)- i.e., "algorithm" as a combination oflogic 

and control mechanisms - has recently gained popularity among communication and 

other social scientists (Roberge & Seyfert, 20 16). Although simple, versatile and easy 

to remember, this definition seems to have been rejected by computer scientists in the 
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last few years. Th us, if used, it may add to the existing confusion, as researchers and 

practitioners from different fields typically work with completely different concepts. 

In search of a definition of algorithm appropriate for management and organization 

studies scholars, this project follows Rapaport (2012, 2017) and especially Hill (2016). 

This approach makes it possible for human-specific attributes and notions to be 

included in the definition without the latter being restricted to a particular stream of 

research, domain or field of practice. 

1.2.2 Defining 'algorithm' 

Among recent pa pers addressing the definition of "algorithm," Hill' s work (20 16) 

deserves special attention. The definition given in that paper is as follows: 

"An algorithm is a finite, abstract, effective compound control structure, 

imperatively given, accomplishing a given purpose under given provisions." 

(Hill 20 16, p. 4 7) 

Three characteristics of Hill's definition make it appropriate for this project. Firstly, 

because it is formulated outside the hard sciences, it can be adapted to the social 

sciences and, consequently, to management and organizational studies. Secondly, it 

does not incorporate the researchers' hidden assumptions and beliefs. Thirdly, the 

pragmatic nature of this definition makes it appropriate for eventual use in various 

research' domains and fields of practice. 

In this definition, three distinct elements are identifiable: context, purpose and 

description. The first, the context (i.e., "a given provision"), refers to an algorithm's 

environment, or the conditions and resources that are necessary and sufficient for it to 

be realized and executed. In the present project, "context" is understood not in the 

narrow sense of ICT or computer science ( e.g., easily identifiable and numbered inputs, 
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variables and factors), but in a broader sense, encompassing everything that is not 

explicitly classified under the rubrics of purpose or description. 

The second element of the definition, the purpose (i.e., "a given purpose") relates to 

the aim, goal or objective of the algorithm accomplishing a task. The word "task" 

expresses what the algorithm does from an externat point ofview. Moreover, this aim, 

according to Hill (2016), must be described in the active voice (i.e., "imperatively 

given"), because it implies sorne sort of human or other type of agency. In the present 

circumstances, humans define purpose in the form of intentions and expectations. The 

final element of the definition, a description involving "a fini te, effective compound 

control structure," pertains to the algorithm's internai structures, components and 

mechanisms. 

According to Hill (2016), the relationships between the algorithm's context, purpose 

and description are constrained by the fact that knowledge of the description is not 

sufficient to deduce the provision and the purpose (Hill, 2016, pp. 48). In other words, 

all the elements need to be clearly formulated before the algorithm can be executed or 

implemented by a machine. 

The question of boundaries also acts as a constraint on the definition of an algorithm 

and, consequently, ofalgorithmic systems. In this research project, this constraint could 

take the form of a social structure. Enterprises and NGOs are examples of highly 

formalized social structures, white online communities united by a common interest 

(e.g., around outdoor sports activities) are examples ofless formalized social structures. 

The three elements described above - context, purpose and description - make it 

possible to clearly distinguish between internai and externat perspectives in cases 

involving machines and humans. The latter perspective requires the explicit presence 

of a cognitive agent. Moreover, Hill's definition makes it possible to clearly separate 
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the concems of social scientists and management researchers from those of computer 

scientists and ICT experts. 

Two other concepts mentioned by Hill (2016, pp. 56-57) are necessary for further 

analysis of learning algorithms and their opacity: the machines' execution of 

algorithms and the human understanding of the results. The focus of this research 

project is on the results of algorithmic system execution, as perceived by human beings. 

An alternative to this view would require answering questions about what constitutes 

the inner workings of algorithmic systems. In the case of deep learning, it could include 

different types of neural networks: for example, deep belief networks, or recurrent 

neural networks. 

1.2.3 On leaming algorithms 

Among the existing definitions of leaming algorithms, one is worth closely examining 

as it is the most widely used in machine leaming communities. From a technological 

perspective, leaming algorithms are part of the domain of machine leaming - an area 

of statistics emphasizing the use of computers for calculating mathematical functions . 

Goodfellow et al.' s recent book (20 16, pp. 98-99) pro vides a useful starting point for 

discussion. Their definition includes three main components: a task ( e.g., a 

classification), a performance measure for evaluation purposes and the experience (i.e., 

the learning process for the observer). There are two kinds of experience: one is 

supervised and the second is unsupervised according to the role and actions of the 

observer. In the first case, the observer guides the leaming process in order to achieve 

a desirable goal. In the second case, the observer abstains from direct interaction with 

the learning algorithm (idem., pp. 102-103). As a side note, it is worth mentioning that 

reinforced leaming differs slightly from both types of experience, as the observer offers 

incentives, but not necessarily guidance, to the algorithmic system (idem., p. 104). 

Sorne deficiencies make it problematic to use this definition for the purposes of 

investigating social phenomena. Firstly, social entities are not explicitly present; they 
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are outside the leaming algorithm. As such, human agents and their actions are not 

taken into account from the beginning. Secondly, their role and place in the leaming 

process is greatly underappreciated: they are reduced to the representation. Other 

considerations, such as social, ethical and legal consequences, are relegated to other 

domains of research. Moreover, sorne empirical evidence points to the shortcomings 

of algorithmic systems built with this definition in mind. For example, Ching et al. 

(2017) note that real-world problems are very hard to map properly onto machine 

leaming tasks. 

1.2.4 Leaming vs. traditional algorithms 

A multifaceted concept, "learning algorithm" encompasses social and technological 

dimensions. From a MOS (management and organizational science) perspective, 

leaming algorithms necessitate social actors. Indeed, social actors' attributes and 

actions continuously modify learning algorithms' structure and functioning. From an 

ICT perspective, data and programs take centre stage. Therefore, a combination of the 

MOS and ICT perspectives could make it possible to discover and explain trends and 

patterns that would otherwise be missed. 

Learning algorithms blur sorne boundaries that traditional algorithms respect, 

especially as we move toward more autonomous forms of AI programming. For 

example, the separation between programmer and machine and that between software 

and data. Deep leaming approaches also worsen the inherent lack of transparency of 

algorithmic systems (Goh et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2017). Table 1.1 

provides a characterization of differences between traditional and leaming algorithms. 

Traditional and leaming algorithms engender very different social and economie 

impacts in the real world. Being able to reach beyond the range of routine activities 

into more creative domains, learning algorithms will tend to be more disruptive of 

current best practices. Moreover, while the consequences of individual learning 

algorithms may be relatively foreseeable and manageable, the interplay between larger 
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Table 1.1 Comparison oftraditional and leaming algorithms* 

Traditional Leaming 
Agency Predominant and mostly Ranges from minimum to 

constant in time; pronounced; 
any deviation is error or in the long run, most actions are 
misbehaviour; without human direct involvement; 
human-coded rules define a decrease of agency with time; 
action difficult to attribute agency 

§ Activity Initial development of a Initial development (i.e. overall 
§ static structure; objectives, res}llts wanted); 
::c feature added manually; extensive and laborious training; 

training phase is absent; difficulties of assessment and 
constant human oversight control; 

new expertise is required 
Aim Quantifiable attributes ( e.g. A range of hardly quantifiable 

accuracy, precision); attributes (e.g., faimess) become 
important 

Data Mostly from tightly- Not so highly structured; Mostly in 
controlled sources; the form of Big Data; 

Q) highly structured ( e.g. unclear distinction between data and s:: 
:E curated) pro gram u 
t';! 

~ Pro gram Minor human-crafted Major modifications without human 
modification over time at a involvement at a rapid pace 
human scale and pace 

-~ 
Confined to distinct units Across many spheres, layers, and 
(i.e. social groups, units which are not close by usual 

r:/) enterprises) metrics 

Information systems Mostly digital, large-scale and 
separated by social barriers massive platforms crossing 

Q) 

(e.g., rules and regulations): geographical, economie, social and -c.. 
§ legacy desktop office suite; other barri ers ( e.g., online search, 
:< enterprise accounting weather forecast, new approaches to i:JJ 

systems, etc. cybersecurity, etc.) 

. . * "Span" refers to the breadth of Impact on economie sectors, pohtics, culture, etc.; "Agency" refers to 

the autonomy and indeterminacy of possible actions. 

clusters of complementary and competing algorithmic systems will be full of surprises. 
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1.2.5 Existing theories of learning algorithms 

Three very different theories can help us to understand the inner workings of learning 

algorithms. 

A Statistical Learning Theory was first proposed by Valiant ( 1984, 2013) in the context 

of applied mathematics. It was refined by Vapnik (2000), who gave it its popular name 

and has been widely accepted since the mid-1990s. This theory explains the functioning 

of machine learning in probabilistic terms. Inheriting optimisation properties from 

mathematics, this theory combines a manifold hypothesis (i.e., real-world data could 

be represented as a geometrical manifold, which, once dissected, could offer useful 

information about the feature of interest) that has proven to be useful in the task of 

classification, ranking and pattern recognition. In the early 2000s, probabilistic visual 

modelling encountered mixed success when it was applied in diverse contexts for 

exposing the mechanisms of machine learning. Olden & Jackson (2002) claimed to 

have solved the problem of neural networks' opaqueness, but the problem remains to 

this day. In short, Statistical Learning Theory might explain the inner workings of deep 

learning, but only partially and from a statistical standpoint. 

As an alternative to the probabilistic model, sorne researchers have pursued other 

directions. F ollowing the principles of information, as defined by Shannon (200 1 ), 

Tishby et al. (2000, 2015) affirm that information in neural networks flows through 

defined places, as per a bottleneck principle, without losing sight of the feature that 

was of interest. From this perspective, generalization occurs through a noise reduction 

mechanism. Although promising, this theoretical proposai will require more time and 

effort as well as empirical evidence if it is to yield results. 

Finally, sorne researchers have attempted to explain the workings of deep learning 

through the lens of physics. Lin et al. (20 17) argue that princip les that go vern the 

natural world- for example, symmetry, locality and others- could give insight into 
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how deep learning works. One way to interpret this statement is to say that common 

principles of composition, hierarchy and layering are ali hallmarks of deep learning. 

As shown by these three theoretical options, a single approach to the functioning of 

deep learning will necessarily be limited. Deep learning needs to be examined from 

multiple perspectives, including social ones. 

1.2.6 Deep learning : a branch of learning algorithms 

A discussion of learning algorithms must include an overview of deep learning 

architectures, models and modes. More specifically, it is necessary to provide an 

overview of their characteristics in regard to human decision-making, as decision

making is one of the most fundamental human attributes. 

The main idea underlying deep learning is that a single isolated unit is meaningless, 

but when it is combined with its neighbours, it gains sorne meaning. For example, in 

the case of visual perception, a standalone pixel means nothing to the human eye, but 

a combination of many pixels can disclose a lot more information. This basic princip le 

also applies to sound and may even be relevant for other kinds of human perception 

(e.g., smell, taste and touch). 

In this report, the terms "decision-making" and "decision-making process" refer to the 

process of choosing between at least two options or finding a consensus to resolve a 

dilemma about a desired future (Kerr & Tindale, 2004). This applies at both the 

individual and small-group levels. The process may be assisted by an artificial agent, 

such as an algorithm. 

Table 1.2 provides a high-level overview of deep machine learning in regard to human 

decision making. Table 1.3 presents the strengths and weaknesses of deep learning 

architectures and modes for assisting a decision-making process. More in-depth 

overviews of deep machine learning are provided by Jordan & Mitchell (20 15) and 
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LeCun et al. (2015). For a still more technical and detailed overview, the work of 

Schmidhuber (20 15) and Arulkumaran et al. (20 17) may serve as a starting point. From 

a multidisciplinary point ofview, we have excellent surveys by Gawehn et al. (2016), 

Goh et al. (2017), and Ravi et al. (2017). 

Table 1.2 Deep learning models and human decision making* 

Model Ai ms Advantages Disadvantages 

Generative Generate new Consensus is attainable; Domain and field 
or previously contention is short-lived; specifie difficulties 
unknown decision making process is ( e.g. training, data 
traits and straightforward and quality, expert 
features undisputable; knowledge 

social norms and values are available ); 
explicit; hidden biases; 
range of short-term misjudgements are 
prediction about immediate hard to detect; 
future state that may escape easily steered 
human attention; toward 
lower cognitive load on the misbehaviour; 
human side hardly detectable 

persistent 
misbehaviour 

Discriminative Emphasizes Eventual automation; Requires judgement 
existing traits easy to trust and long-term 
and features expenence 

* Hybnd models are om1tted as they combme both models' advantages and d1sadvantages. 
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Table 1.3 Deep leaming architectures and modes* 

Architecture Ai ms Advantages Disadvantages 
&mode 
Deep Generate new May have excellent Major hurdles before 
(implement options (i.e. performance for usage; 
connectionist generative) or unitary or closely weak or impossible for 
paradigm of separate existing related features and human-specific 
cognitive ( discriminative) behaviors to choose reasorung; 
sciences) from; mostly problematic long-term 

acceptable for experts forecast; 
solutions absent situational 

awareness at multiple 
scale; 
dubious cross-field 
application and cross-
domain expertise; 

Shallow Mostly recognition Easy to understand Domain and field 
(follows a and identification functioning and specifie; 
symbolic of existing options results; optimal isolated cases in terms 
paradigm) solutions may be of narrow prediction; 

attainable very short term and 
tailored prediction 

Supervised A target is Attaining a well- If objective is unclear 
and provided by defined objective or changing, possibly 
reinforced externat agent and within a given time wrong advise 

reward is offered frame 

Unsupervised Only (raw) data is Detecting Time frame unclear; 
provided, without unexplored, proposed actions 
any human previously unknown ethical and legal 
guidance are a considerations 

*"Mode" refers to the process from an extemal pomt ofv1ew, while "architecture" refers to the mtemal 

structure of deep leaming. 

Among the common patterns found in Tables 1.2 and 1.3, two are most salient, namely 

connecting the past with the future and fields of use with human expertise. Generative 

models, unsupervised modes and deep architectures may be useful in assisting humans 

to explore possibilities and choose between courses of actions in view of achieving a 

desired goal. The combination of discriminative models, shallow architecture and 
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reinforced modes may provide an additional explanation for past mistakes, as it makes 

it possible to generate alternative scenarios of action leading to improved outcomes. 

Although the distinctions in term of features and behaviors depend mostly on the 

specifies of the problem, the deep learning exhibits a plethora of shortcomings that are 

context and problem dependant. With regards to fields of applications, deep learning 

currently provides excellent results with tasks and activities when a perceptual 

evaluation ofresults (i.e., sound and vision) is realistic and attainable. Image and video 

recognition and generation, as well as hearing and speech recognition and creation, are 

the most prominent examples of deep learning's success. It is important to note, 

however, that this success has always been facilitated by human judgment and other 

high-level cognitive capacities ( e.g., strategie planning, fine-grained coordination, 

mutually beneficiai cooperation, etc.). Inherent to humans across cultures and history, 

those capacities are honed through prolonged practice and encoded in socially 

acceptable norms and values. 

1.2. 7 Opacity and related concepts 

In addition to algorithmic systems and their opacity, other closely related concepts are 

worth discussing as a means of isolating the issue of opacity from possible overlaps, 

such as transparency, accountability, fairness and interpretability. Four recent 

contributions to the literature reflect the variety of views on opacity and related 

concepts. Table 1.4 summarizes the definitions of interpretability, transparency, 

accountability and fairness given in each document, with special attention to the way 

opacity features in each definition. 

Although algorithmic opacity is mentioned in all cases, it is never confused with any 

other concept. Whereas the meaning and description of interpretability, transparency, 

accountability and fairness may differ according to a particular perspective and 

domains of research, the distinction between opacity and these four concepts is evident. 
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Table 1.4 Concepts similar to opacity 

Authors Transparency Accountability Faimess Interpretability 
Chakraborty Prerequisite for Ability to inspect Equality; Opposite of 
et al., (20 17) accountability; model after lack of explainability; 

a desired execution; discrimination defers decision 
feature of an a desired to an agent; 
algorithm behaviour; agent interprets 

opaqueness 1s a an explanation 
feature of 
algorithmic 
process 

Lepri et al., Influence Lack ofbias Opacity is the 
(2017) accountability; & inequity; opposite of 

omission brings types of interpretability 
the inequality; faimess (i.e., 
opposite of individual and 
opacity; group); 
explanation of a equality of 
process leading opportunity 
to an easier 
decision 

Vedder & Attribute of Achieving Interpretability 
Naudts accountability accountability by is externat to 
(2017) (i.e., provides diminishing an algorithm; 

justification and algorithmic opacity is an 
explanation for complexity attribute of 
actions or algorithm 
decisions) 

Binns Accountability 
(2017) as providing 

reasons, 
justifications & 
explanation for 
decisions made; 
opacity is a 
separated 
attribute; 
opacity as 
unintelligible 
explanation 
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Furthermore, ail four concepts require human decision making and sorne form of social 

structure. Lastl y, V edder & N audts (20 17) examine the European Uni on' s new data 

regulation on accountability and transparency for big data and algorithms. Writing 

from a legal perspective, the authors advocate for a more fine-grained oversight of the 

parties involved (e.g., individual, industrial actors, etc.). They call for a more 

comprehensive assessment of the societal impacts that come with the widespread 

diffusion of algorithms and argue that this assessment must also consider adjacent 

technologies such as big data. 

1.2.8 Algorithmic opacity and proposed solutions 

It is useful to continue our investigation into the issue of algorithmic opacity with a 

presentation of existing typologies as well as proposed solutions. Table 1.5 surnmarizes 

sorne recent contributions to the literature on opacity. Looking at this table, sorne 

observations are worth to highlight. First, the overlap of descriptive elements is 

prominent. For example, the words 'code-audit' and 'technical transparency' involve 

an expertise combined with practice and describe various facets of the core activities 

across disciplines. Furthermore, although authors may diverge in their opinions on the 

characteristics while proposing narrow-focused solutions, the initial appearance of 

algorithmic opacity might be overlooked. The short message from this table is the 

following: as a fluid and undefined concept, algorithmic opacity emerges from a social 

context and requires sorne digital artifacts. 

As for the existing solutions to opacity, they may be divided by domain of research and 

field of practice. From a computer sciences and ICT perspective, researchers have been 

aware of the problem since the late eighties (Gallant, 1988). Earlier techniques included 

qualitative and quantitative methods and measures that were essentially linked with 

mathematics and statistics (Olden & Jackson, 2002). More recently, researchers have 

focused on visualization (Seifert et al., 20 17) and enhanced interpretability and 

transparency of neural networks and machine learning (Chakraborty et al., 2017; 
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Miotto et al., 2017). Among these techniques, quantitative causal models and built-in 

interpretability (Datta et al., 20 16) have been added to the potential solutions from 

previous decades. In spite ofthese ongoing efforts to enhance algorithms' transparency 

and interpretability, it would be difficult to imagine a characteristic labeled "opacity" 

attached to a specifie algorithm in the works of ICT researchers. 

Table 1.5 Typology of algorithmic opacity 

Authors Types and categories Dealing with opacity 
Burrell (20 16) lntentional: institutional actors Auditing: code-audit; 

introduce the opacity; interpretability; 
technical illiteracy: possessing avoidance of algorithms; 
skill and knowledge for creating simplification ( e.g., 'feature 
and operating an algorithm; extraction') 
operational: behaviour of 
(software) application 

Geiger (20 17) Process of leaming an institutional Algorithmic literacy 
culture 

V eale (20 1 7) Opacity as protective measure Enhancing transparency 
against internai and extemal treats 
(i.e., intentional abuse of existing 
routines) 

Robbins & Technical: difficulty of Transparencythrough 
Henschke comprehension of inner working disclosure of information; 
(2017) of technology; technical and algorithmic 

algorithmic: properties of transparency 
algorithm handling data; 
legal: obtaining data (and 
algorithms) from other countries 

Working from a social science perspective, Zarsky (2016) argues that algorithms 

should be excluded in certain cases and advocates for more transparency and audit as 

well as indirect measures. For the authors cited in Table 1.5, transparency is an 

appealing solution. However, in an institutional context, the pursuit of transparency 

may be limited by what Stohl et al. (2016) have called the "transparency paradox". 
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According to them, three empirical attributes (i.e., availability, accessibility and 

approval) of information and data in organizational settings do not reflect a simple 

linear relationship between transparency and opacity. Through various mechanisms, 

the pursuit of greater transparency might end up increasing opacity. In their view, 

inadvertent opacity happens ifhumans are overwhelmed by information and data when 

they need to take an appropriate course of action2
. According to them, a second path 

leading to opacity, strategie opacity, resides in intentional oversupply of information 

so that its receiver might miss the most important one. In short, their work undermines 

the assumption that algorithmic transparency always leads to an attenuation of opacity. 

Without specifically targeting algorithmic opacity, Kitchin (2016) proposes a range of 

techniques that cover almost ali of algorithmic systems' social aspects. Inspired by 

ethnographie studies, these techniques include: (a) investigation of human-produced 

codes; (b) reverse engineering of digital artefacts, including algorithms; ( c) reflective 

production of such artefacts and algorithms; ( d) scrutin y of the intentions and actions 

of teams producing artefacts and algorithms; ( e) investigation of other contextual socio

technological elements; and (f) inquiry into the use ofpreviously deployed algorithms. 

Together, these techniques offer a holistic approach to algorithmic opacity and gain a 

support of researchers (Danaher et al., 20 17). From social scientists' vantage point, a 

holistic approach may be considered as the most fruitful. 

1.2.9 Explainable artificial intelligence : a possible solution to algorithmic opacity 

Although the notion of explainable artificial intelligence has been used in sorne circles 

for decades (Core et al., 2006), the contest recently launched by the Defense Advanced 

2 The inadvertent opacity may be considered as a kind of the contextual processes leading to the ri se of 
cognitive overload. While Kirsh (2000) employed the individual- and team-level unit of analysis (e.g., 
a person and workplace), Stohl et al. (2016) adopted mostly a firm' leve! (i.e., a strategie perspective). 
In the present case, these processes are limited to the enterprises and other social structures with digital 
imprint, whereas the cognitive overload encompasses a broad family of conditions affecting human 
capacity to accomplish a task ( e.g., Samson & Kostyszyn (20 15) associate it with the decline of social 
trust). 
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Research Project Agency (DARP A, 20 16) inspired researchers to take a cl oser look at 

the issue of inherent opacity in artificial intelligence. While the proliferation of diverse 

techniques and approaches would make it necessary to pursue a separate research 

project, analysis of a restricted number of recent papers pertaining to the explanation 

of AI can provide sorne ground for our discussion. 

Table 1.6 Explainable artificial intelligence 

Authors Types & categories Techniques 
Biran & Historical : expert systems and Bayesian Model-specific; 
Cotton networks; recommender systems; model-free; 
(2017) 

Current state: visualisation; prediction 
interpretation and justification; (inherently) 
interpretable models 

Doran et al., Opaque: mechanism is not visible to user; Techniques for 
(2017) supporting extemal 

Interpretable: human is able to explore and features such as 
(mathematically) understand; confidence, trust, 

safety, faimess 
Comprehensible: system provides human 
with the support to comprehend the path 
between various elements of system and 
results; 

Partially comprehensible: sorne events of 
such path are missing for human 

Miller Contrastive: it involves counterfactual cases; Techniques for 
(2017) supporting 

Selective: a limited range of cases for human conceptual 
to evaluate; frameworks, 

psychological 
Social: it involves human to human processes, 
interaction and ex change of knowledge conversation 

Launchbury Contextual adaptation model involves: 
(2017) Perception; 

Leaming (not in statistical terms); 
Abstraction; 
Reasoning while avoiding mistakes of the 
current wave (i.e. statisticallearning) 
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Table 1.6 presents different accounts of explainable artificial intelligence. Sorne 

observations from this table are worth highlighting. While Biran & Cotton (2017) and 

Doran et al. (2017) focus on the current and near-future state of affairs, Miller (2017) 

and Launchbury (20 17) cover the long term. While explainable AI in volves a large 

spectrum of techniques and approaches, explanation per se is a context-dependent 

social interaction. While the social nature of explanation necessitates the presence of 

individual actors and their groups, opaqueness and explanation are opposite concepts: 

the absence of one may mean the presence of the other. Moreover, opaqueness may be 

intermittent and may have gradients: appearing and disappearing if the same kind of 

explanation employs slightly different counterfactual stories presented to humans. 

1.3 General Trends 

1.3 .1 Current trends in machine learning and artificial intelligence 

New developments in machine learning such as capsule networks promise to improve 

deep learning models' performance. These improvements of building blocks might not 

substantially alter the relevance of learning algorithms, as the latter are extensions of 

the existing paradigm. Capsule networks will surely offer new possibilities in deep 

learning performance and push the boundaries of what is achievable in visual 

recognition tasks (Sabour et al., 2017). However, learning algorithms are still at their 

heart. 

A generative model that is outside the deep learning mainstream is also worth 

discussing. Combining inspiration from neuroscience with different computer vision 

and probabilistic techniques, George et al. (2017) have succeeded in unifying vision 

and reasoning. Their efforts may be viewed as an extension of the connectionist 
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paradigm3• This combination of neural networks and probabilistic reasons may exhibit 

the same pattern of opacity that has haunted neural networks. 

A more radical line in current research combines neural networks and artificial 

evolution : in short, a neuroevolution (Miikkulainen, 20 15). Instead of loo king for a 

feature among all the possible options, the goal is to identify a desirable behaviour 

without knowing in advance all the possibilities that might be present in the future. As 

in the previous example, leaming algorithms play an important role because the 

combination of existing techniques and approaches depends on the leaming algorithm 

and its possible mutations. 

Finally, it is worth examining artificial intelligence and the pathways of its evolution. 

Experts disagree on the timeframe of AI's eventual arrivai as well as on its future shape 

and behaviour (Sotala & Yampolskiy, 2017). This contingency is both worrisome and 

exciting for researchers and practitioners in economies, political sciences and business. 

The recent consensus on the safety of artificial general intelligence rests on the 

assumption that the pathway to artificial general intelligence will require a human-like 

cognitive architecture and embedded human values (Sotala & Yampolskiy, 2017, p. 

71 ). The consensus also implies that social structures must be included in the definition 

of a learning algorithm. Indeed, these structures will ensure that evolving human values 

will be part of artificial general intelligence. 

In this regard, the idea of hierarchical learning systems pursuing several goals may 

ensure that the transition from the narrow type of artificial intelligence presently in 

place to future general forms of artificial intelligence unfolds in an ethical manner. 

Formulated by Etzioni & Etzioni (2016; 2017) as "Al guardians," this approach falls 

under the more general category of"AGI nanny" in Sotala & Yampolskiy's typology 

3 The connectionist paradigm holds that the mammal brain' function and architecture are somehow 
captured by neural networks, an applied mathematics' object (Mira, 2008). 
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(2017, p. 64). Ali solutions to the ethical challenges of nascent AGI require that 

humans, as moral agents, be in the driving seat of the machine, which is itself an 

extension ofhuman abilities. Therefore, human decision-making and the social context 

are necessary parts of the solution. The common theme to ali of the above trends in 

deep learning and artificial intelligence research is the important role that human 

decision-making will need to play, even if assisted by learning algorithms. 

1.3.2 Increasing autonomy of algorithmic systems 

While deep learning used to be assisted by humans (i.e., labeled data, automatically 

coded rules, etc.), it is becoming increasingly independent (i.e., autonomous). For 

example, machine self-play and simulation-based techniques have reached a level of 

performance in the game of Go that human societies took thousands of years to achieve 

(Silver et al., 2016; Silver et al., 2017). 

One possible implication is that deep learning will yield results that humans would take 

decades or centuries to obtain and to figure out what they are useful for. The same 

might be true of other unsupervised methods that could replace deep learning in the 

future. On the other band, the energy (i.e., electric power) and other physical constraints 

required for such exploits may limit unsupervised methods' potential in real world 

settings for the coming years. 

1.3 .3 On the limits of understanding 

In recent decades, expert voices have drawn attention to the difficulty of understanding 

the world, through scientific methods as muchas through common sense. In 1975, Stent 

posed the question of the limits of scientific understanding of human nature, thereby 

challenging the dominant positivist doctrine of the time. Decades later, Barrow ( 1999) 

highlighted a recurrent pattern in various domains of research: a newly formulated 

explanation about a given phenomenon defines its own limits, thereby undermining 

public confidence about the progress of scientific endeavour. Other prominent 
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researchers have highlighted the limitations that come with reliance on any single type 

ofknowledge, such as mathematics (Berreby, 201 0). Facing such paradoxes, Arbesman 

(20 16) proposes a middle ground between fear and awe and, as a practical step, 

advocates a return to generalist approaches to research. These approaches imply a 

pluralism of points of view combined with biological thinking (i.e., a mix of 

pragmatism and evolutionary ideas, following Charles Darwin). 

It follows that the most rational and productive posture combines mild scepticism with 

a regular practice of questioning assumptions. It also demands that researchers embrace 

pragmatism and pluralism as signposts in the quest for understanding. 

The overall message from this section is the following. The inherent opacity 

accompanying deep learning methods is a sufficiently novel phenomenon to warrant a 

call for a fresh perspective. A voiding a purely technological point of view, this 

perspective should take into consideration broad trends in both machine learning and 

the social sciences. 



CHAPTERII 

OBJECTIVE AND APPROACH 

2.1 Research questions 

The main goal of this research project is to investigate the inherent opacity of leaming 

algorithms and its eventual solutions by combining insights from several domains of 

research and fields of practice. The main question is the following: how can the opacity 

of learning algorithms be explained? In other words: (a) what are the events, actions, 

and activities as well as their progression in time behind algorithmic opacity? and (b) 

what are the most basic entities and their relationships that might be responsible for 

such opacity? 

2.2 Methodology 

The methodology for this report combines a qualitative literature review with concept 

development. This combination allowed us to identify and to adopt a new perspective 

(i.e., a predominantly sociological stance) while emphasizing an explanation-seeking 

nature of the whole project (Schryen et al., 2017). The qualitative literature review aims 

to identify, summarize and analyze available findings about the topic of interest by 

following the principles and guidelines proposed by Paré et al. (2015) and Templier & 
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Paré (2015). These are: selective search strategy, broad scope, multiple sources and a 

narrative chronological synthesis. Categories of search terms consisted of algorithm, 

opacity, literature reviews, deep leaming, artificial intelligence and their variations. 

The review was conducted in multiple iterative phases during June/December 2017. 

Peer-reviewed journal articles and conference papers were sourced from the scholarly 

databases' providers, namely SCOPUS, Web of Science, ACM, EBSCO, and 

ProQuest. Additionally, arXiv, bioArxiv, SSRN and other publicly accessible sites 

were sources of supplemental documents, qualified as "gray literature." Moreover, the 

"fit for purpose" criteria suggested by Adams et al. (2017) were used to evaluate the 

quality of documents before subjecting them to further analysis. These criteria are: i) 

author previously published in peer-reviewed outlets and ii) authors' research 

institution affiliation. The CLUSTER technique proposed by Booth et al. (2013) was 

used to identify additional discourses, themes, and streams of research in order to 

enrich the overall collection of concepts, constructs, theories, and metaphors. 

CLUSTER is an acronym for "citations, leading authors, unpublished works, theories, 

early examples, and related projects." This manually executed technique enlarges the 

scope of sources and documents for review. The most prominent citations in the source 

documents were located to identify publications, authors, projects, programs and 

institutions in an iterative manner. Their disparate natures (i.e., sources and documents) 

come at the priee of formai quality assessment, which is almost impossible to conduct. 

The concept development phase was conducted using a modified hybrid approach, as 

defined by Branch & Rocchi (2015, pp. 128-129). The word "hybrid" refers to the 

combination of: i) qualitative analysis of the overall collection (used to avoid possible 

contradictions), ii) refinement of relevant core elements of plausible explanatory 

schemas, and iii) their combination in order to present a consistent and simple 

explanation. The coherence of the final account and the plausibility of its constitutive 

components characterize the guiding principles of this phase. Finally, investigating the 
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opacity of leaming algorithms requires us to identify the most basic elements and 

dynamics giving rise to such opacity. The combination of qualitative methods (i.e., a 

narrative form of literature review and concept development) allowed us to obtain the 

following results. 



CHAPTERIII 

DEVELOPING AN EXPLANA TION 

This section begins with an analysis of the origins of algorithmic opacity, it continues 

with a presentation of its mechanisms and con eludes with a short history of algorithmic 

opacity. 

3.1 The origins of algorithmic opacity 

In light of Hill' s (20 16) definition of an algorithm, three possible sources of algorithmic 

opacity may be advanced: descriptive, contextual and purposeful. 

Descriptive opacity may be formulated as the difference between a machine's 

execution of an algorithm and the human understanding of such a process, as pertains 

to its description. The same idea makes it possible to identify contextual and purposeful 

opacity, as applied to the algorithm's context and purpose, respectively. 

For illustrative purposes, let us considera case of descriptive opacity: let us imagine a 

situation where social actors in an enterprise engage in activities leading to the creation 

and use of an algorithm. For example, a team's goal is to construct and deploy an 

algorithmic system by identifying what this system will do and by describing its 

behavior in qualitative and quantitative terms. In this process, various actors within the 

enterprise will contribute to the definition of an algorithm and their choice will be 

embedded in the artefacts constituting the description. From a management and 
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organizational perspective, this decision-making process requires the actors to deal 

with conflict, tensions, divergences of opinions and other impediments to consensus 

about the elements that will constitute the description of the future algorithmic system. 

From a technological point of view, this description will include professionally 

bounded artefacts ( e.g., various models and structures, visual representations, pseudo

codes and human-produced codes). Based on the knowledge and practice that ICT 

workers bring to the table, the mutual efforts willlead to the execution and deployment 

of the algorithmic system. Analogous illustrative accounts may be developed for the 

two other elements of the definition of an algorithm, namely, for the algorithm's 

context and purpose. Although similar, the account of algorithms' purpose includes 

mostly human-specific attributes, such as intentionality. 

Finally, the numerous sub-cases of overlap between description, purpose and context 

may considerably increase the varieties of opacity. Given the number of sub-cases to 

explore and elements to isolate, and adding the temporal dimension to the picture, it 

will be easier to investigate opacity by considering it as a process of interaction between 

all these different elements and components. 

3.2 The comparison of proposed and existing typologies 

It is worth comparing current typologies of opacity and the one proposed in this section. 

According to Burrell (2016, pp. 3-4), intentional opacity arises when an institutional 

actor wilfully hi des information in protection of its interest. By contrast, the purposeful 

opacity here proposed emerges naturally, as people engage with algorithmic systems. 

In such a case, even if the corporate decision is to obfuscate, the intention and action 

ofindividuals may override such corporate aims. Users, clients, partners and regulators, 

whose actions and intention are clearly outside of the reach of a particular firm, may 
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nullify the corporate aim as their actions and decision making impact the learning 

algorithm. 

Additionally, there is a slight difference in the meaning between purposeful and 

intentional opacity as described in this paper and in the work of Burrell (20 16) 

respectively. Although rhetorically they are very close, purposeful opacity includes 

intentional opacity, but not vice-versa. In this work, purposeful opacity incorporates 

the purposes that ordinary users of algorithrn expect from the algorithm. Casual, regular 

or unsuspected users presume a certain behaviour of algorithrnic systems that is in-line 

with their own desires and objectives. In Burrell's work, the only intentions accounted 

for are those of corporate stakeholders (i.e. creators, operators and owners of 

algorithmic systems). 

Moreover, contextual opacity and its role are absent from the work ofBurrell (2016). 

In the present text, contextual opacity is what is not explicitely included in purposeful 

and descriptive opacity. For example, the data that feed into algorithmic systems during 

their operations and the various human choices and actions captured by such data 

belong to this category. In the case of traditional algorithms, the absense of this 

category did not pose a problem, as humans remained in charge of modifying the 

structure of traditional algorithrns, and as the boundaries between algorithm and data 

were static and clear. In a regime of learning algorithrns, these constraints do not hold 

anymore. This does play sorne role in the rise and persistence of opacity. Even if 

descriptive and purposeful opacity were somehow resolved, contextual opacity would 

still persist. And given the distinct characteristics of learning algorithms (see chapter 

Il), descriptive and purposeful opacity may reappear. 

Finally, as proposed here, descriptive opacity takes into account two well-established 

types of opacity, namely opacity as "technical illiteracy" and opacity as mismatch 

between mathematical formula and the human interpretation of such formula (Burrell, 

2016, pp. 4-5). Descriptive opacity encompasses both these types as they are just 
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different stages and facets in the process of creating and using algorithms from the 

expert's point ofview. Moreover, descriptive opacity includes also what regular users, 

the ones who are not professionals trained in the art of machine learning, may see, 

understand, expect and do with the algorithmic system. Their behaviour will be 

captured by algorithms through 'digital crumbs', pieces of information attached to 

actions such as sending an email or buying a eup of coffee (Pentland, 2013). 

3.3 The mechanism of algorithmic opacity 

The overall mechanism of algorithmic opacity involves several basic elements, 

constraints and conditions. It possesses two basic dimensions: the social (i.e., entities, 

their properties and their actions (Elster, 20 15)) and the algorithmic (i.e., the dimension 

that is of interest to ICT researchers investigating the inner workings of an algorithm). 

Furthermore, as the object of supplementary refinement and in order to be qualified as 

such, the mechanism requires the presence of the following elements: 

' The first, called "social entity", is made up ofhuman beings arranged into groups. Their 

actions, beliefs and intentions define the description and the context of an algorithmic 

system. The second element of the mechanism corresponds to the humans' properties: 

i.e., their aims, intentions and purposes. These human properties influence the 

description, purpose and context of an algorithmic system. The last element 

corresponds to the actions that individuals and their groups perform in order to achieve 

their goals, aspirations and intentions. These actions determine the context, purpose 

and description of an algorithmic system. 

Another element ofthese mechanisms requires human decision-making in regard to the 

situations (i.e., contextual components) where and when it could be realised. This 
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decision-making process involves various items of an algorithmic system tied to the 

social entities, their properties and their actions. For example, the various symbols of 

mathematical formulae and the choices of models of data to be fed into algorithmic 

systems all belong to the description and the context of a learning algorithm. 

Competing interpretations of models, entities and data may serve as indicators of rising 

algorithmic opacity. This opacity would otherwise not be directly observable to the 

actors involved in the process. 

The third element involves interpretation of the results of the algorithm executed as 

well as human understanding of these results. Intrinsically personal, often intangible 

and fallible by nature, this interpretation appears to be highly subjective insofar as it is 

perceived by extemal actors and its activities are remarkably context-dependent. 

Finally, the overall mechanism of algorithmic opacity is context-dependent: the 

individual elements and components of the mechanism, as well as their interplay, vary 

from situation to situation. However, the overall process and logic remain the same. 

3.4 The history of algorithmic opacity 

The history of algorithmic opacity is the story of algorithmic systems' interaction with 

various groups of people during their life time. It is a story of graduai and subtle 

accumulation of small, invisible units of opaqueness, defined by human decisions (i.e., 

design, development and operation). Each member of a group, with their beliefs and 

assumptions about the world around them, makes decisions that somehow contribute 

to the accumulation of opacity. This accumulation of opacity is not unlimited and it 

emerges once a threshold is attained. 
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In the case of perceptions ( e.g., image recognition and voice generation), this threshold 

is easily identifiable by humans. For example, it is difficult to admit as real a picture of 

an elephant identified by deep leaming algorithm as a household cat even if 

accompanied with a high level of statistical confidence (McDaniel et al., 2016). This 

would not be the case in situations where historical and evolutionary markers were not 

present, nor in less familiar situations or in those requiring longstanding experience or 

dexterity. For example, molecules and atoms do not possess such easily detectable 

indicators as the evolution ofhumans as a biological species and the history ofhuman 

society circumscribe and sharpen for millions and thousands ofyears (Gawehn et al., 

20 16). Thus, !ife-science researchers and practitioners resort to the combination of deep 

leaming with other techniques and approaches in order to delineate the use of deep 

machine leaming models (Hoehndorf et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2017). 

This overall mechanism could also explain the elusive nature of algorithmic opacity 

(i.e., not only in the case of deep leaming according to Ojha et al. (2017)). Once isolated 

from their environmental contexts, the individual components or elements of the 

mechanism might not be reproducible elsewhere or even identified as such. And even 

if accidentally identified and subsequently associated with numbers or other concepts, 

they would not be directly observable in different situations or various contexts. 

Moreover, the fluid nature of algorithmic opacity in the case of deep leaming might be 

observed in other machine leaming techniques or in up-to-date variations of Artificial 

Intelligence once this one loses its economie lustre or falls out of fashion in the eyes of 

society. 

If one accepts the existence of such a mechanism, the following situation arises. On the 

one band, the most problematic characteristic of a leaming algorithm is its 

irreversibility. Once the algorithm is executed and once the results are in front of a 

human, it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to go back in time with the goal of 

reconstructing the who le system (i.e., the description, purpose and context). While with 



traditional algorithms, sorne techniques, such as reverse-engineering (Canfora et al., 

2011 ), allow researchers to recreate the description and, with additional effort, the 

whole system, leaming algorithms do not permit such luxury because of continuous 

interactions with human beings. To reproduce an initial (i.e., before execution or 

dep1oyment) learning algorithm, one would need to reconstruct ail the elements and 

components that constitute its description, context and purpose, ali of which are 

influenced by previous human decision-making. Given the current scale and 

pervasiveness of these systems, and given the fluid and changing nature of the context 

and description, these efforts would require the alignment of a rare set of circumstances 

not happening spontaneously. For example, serving as a mediating passage point 

between the social and machine realm, Big Data belongs to a context (Loebbecke & 

Picot, 2015) while the deep learning, to description. Together, they constitute an 

amalgam guaranteeing such irreversibility. 

On the other hand, the presence of such a mechanism ensures that, even if the learning 

algorithm could be temporarily stopped and reversed, continuous human decision

making could invalidate such efforts. These efforts can quickly seem futile if one does 

not acknowledge that avoiding opacity requires implementing something else, namely 

its opposite, transparency or its alternative, human decision making. Aside from the 

technological means of building transparency and once humans are accounted for, the 

best way to avoid algorithmic opacity, one might presume, is to ensure that human 

decision-making assisted by a learning algorithm is consistently improved. Moreover, 

given the paradox of transparency (section 1.2.8, pp. 30-31) which states that the 

institutionalized efforts for increasing transparency could lead to greater opacity, it 

would be natural to act on the basis of both of these situations. The common jonction 

point in the chain of actions leading to the opacity of an algorithmic system and the 

paradox of transparency is the human decision making in an enterprise setting. If 

human decision-making is the main culprit behind the rise ofalgorithmic opacity, then 

it is necessary to create and to maintain conditions in which decision-making does not 
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lead to greater opacity. Thus, if humans' decisions relied heavily on learning 

algorithms, one would need to make sure that the algorithmic systems in question were 

transparent (i.e., understandable to humans) in the technological sense. The paradox of 

opacity, transparency, human decision-making and learning algorithms is that, while it 

is impossible to go back in time with learning algorithms, one should constantly 

exercise and maintain transparency and the quality ofhuman decision-making. In turn, 

the quality of that decision-making depends on the degree of opacity or transparency 

of the learning algorithm. 



CHAPTERIV 

CONCLUSION 

4.1 Implications 

The most obvious implication oflearning algorithms' opacity for social scientists is the 

following. The proposed model of algorithmic definition may be useful for clearly 

distinguishing between algorithms and other digital artifacts because it explicitly 

considers the social dimension of algorithms. Specifically, because the definition 

describes algorithms in relation to human objectives and purposes, it brings focus to 

beliefs, intentions and judgments as human-specific characteristics. Moreover, various 

forms of algorithms' description admit the ones easily understandable by most people 

instead of confining it to a selected few. Finally, the definition's emphasis on context 

recognizes the influence of an algorithm's environment, which includes human beings 

and their interactions. 

These results may enhance previous investigations into algorithmic systems. For 

example, Kitchin (2016) proposed a range of techniques, which gained the 

endorsement of the research community (Danaher et al., 2017). Once elaborated, our 

model oflearning algorithm opacity could pro vide validation methods for the proposed 

techniques. 

The definitions of algorithms and learning algorithms presented in this paper, together 

with the process-oriented conceptions of opacity, may be of interest to researchers in 
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various fields. They pro vide analytical methods for enhancing the transparency of the 

decision-making processes involved in the building and use of algorithmic systems. In 

light of the attention that the public, policymakers and other social actors have been 

giving to digital platforms in the social media and communication landscape, it seems 

reasonable to suppose that these actors will demand a justification of the 

appropriateness and adequacy of efforts aiming to avoid the opacity of newly built or 

existing digital platforms. As far as other features of algorithmic systems, such as 

autonomy, are concemed, the definitions of algorithms and leaming algorithms given 

in this paper may serve as the bases for fruitful discussion among researchers from 

legal, medical and other backgrounds. 

4.2 Limitations 

Possible objections to the findings by researchers and practitioners in ICT might be 

countered from various perspectives. The perspectives of social scientists and MOS 

scholars concern mostly the results, inputs and environments of algorithmic systems. 

The questions they ask are of two types: first, about the effects of algorithms; second, 

about ways to affect algorithmic systems. From their technological perspective, ICI 

researchers and practitioners are preoccupied with the internai components of 

algorithms, their structures and their dynamics. In other words, both groups consider 

the same object, but from different positions. Moreover, an axiomatic type of definition 

- like the one pursued by computer scientists - does not fundamentally contradict the 

one proposed in this work. Another way to look at these two perspectives is to consider 

them as complementary. In view of avoiding controversies and misunderstandings, 

collaboration between researchers may be the best way to go. 
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As a standalone approach following a qualitative tradition in MOS, concept 

development might have followed the guidelines of Podsakoff et al. (20 16). However, 

given the emergent nature of leaming algorithms, the disparate voices on the topic of 

algorithmic opacity and the difficulty defining leaming algorithms in any non

technological sense, it may have been counterproductive to assiduously follow these 

guidelines. Moreover, sorne of the elements of these guidelines are implicitly present 

in this work. For example, the use of a literature review, the identification of core 

attributes and the initial description of concepts' properties correspond to this work 

artefacts and phases. 

The extensive use of gray literature is justified by the triangulation princip le at multiple 

levels. The diversity of sources cornes at a priee, however: namely, the difficulty of 

drawing an overall coherent picture about leaming algorithms' opacity. Moreover, this 

diversity also precludes the application of quality assessment methods such as those 

suggested by Podsakoff et al. (idem.) and Paré et al. (20 15). 

This report's use oftechniques and approaches from related domains may raise sorne 

questions about the trustworthiness of its results. The qualification label of narrative 

type of review may be justified by the fact that MOS and IS share a common conceptual 

background, as Baskerville & Myers (2002) ar:td Iivari (2017) have affirmed. 

Moreover, by bibliometrical measures, both domains are very closely related in the 

universe of social sciences and technology (Borner et al., 2012; Leydesdorff et al., 

2013). 

4.3 Future work 

Future research will aim to retine current understandings of leaming algorithms and 

the overall mechanism responsible for algorithmic opacity. lt will divide into several 

independent streams. 
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Examples of the first stream of research approaches include factor analysis (i.e., 

exploratory or confirrnatory). These approaches will identify individual factors, 

variables or constituent elements of the mechanism. The combination of grounded

theory methods, factor analysis and case studies will necessitate collaboration with 

business partners in an industrial setting. 

The second stream offers a panoply of options sorne ofwhich are as follows. The focus 

on clarifying leaming algorithms by following the guidelines given by Podsakoff et al. 

(2016) may also include simulation of agent-based models, as suggested by Bruch & 

Atwell (20 15). This simulation may uncover possible explanation schemas not linked 

with empirical facts (Hedstrom & Ylikoski, 2010, pp. 62-63). Moreover, these efforts 

will also include the clarification of the distinction between the opacity of learning 

algorithms and other closely related attributes, such as transparency, accountability, 

faimess, and interpretability. This list may eventually comprise other qualitative 

characteristics ali of which are necessary for providing a rich theoretical foundation 

aiming at explanation and understanding of algorithmic systems' behavior. 

The goal of refining the conceptual basis is to identify in specifie terrns what groups of 

people or individuals participate in the mechanism. It also aims to address related 

questions pertaining to the actions and interactions that contribute to the emergence of 

algorithmic opacity in particular contexts. More specifically, according to Hedstrom & 

Ylikoski (idem., pp. 59), the general mechanism may be situational or transforrnational 

in forrn. 

In more practical terrns, this second stream of research may take the forrn of multiple 

case studies in enterprises or other social organizations. These case studies may include 

a combination of semi-structured interviews and focus groups as primary data

gathering methods for the evaluation and validation of the mechanism's effects. 

Severa} groups of experts could be involved in this evaluation. More specifically, the 

Del phi method might be a good starting point of such investigation, as the communities 
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of researchers specialized in deep learning and members of 'explainable AI' movement 

are highly concentrated and relatively easy to identify. Furthermore, the multiple-case 

studies may need to include a broad range of industrial sectors as weil as geographical 

locations. 

For computer scientists and statisticians, the interpretation of mathematical symbols 

and formulae will make it possible to highlight the difference between what machine 

executes and what human understand and reveal compromises and trade-offs in cases 

where humans are dealing with the theoretical structures of learning algorithms' 

mathematical aspects. When learning algorithms are prepared for real-world operation, 

interviews with software engineers and ICT people will make it possible to discover 

controversies and disagreements. The focus will be on the accumulation of elements 

from previous algorithm' development steps that play sorne role in the emergence of 

algorithmic opacity, in addition to this step's trade-offs, paradoxes and dilemma. 

As for business-minded people and their customers, real-world applications oflearning 

algorithms could potentially reveal the same patterns of mismatches in interpretations 

and unmask paradoxes and compromises. In ali these settings, human decision-making 

(as a small-group practice) could be measured with proper procedures: for example, 

formative or reflective measurement models (Johnson et al., 2011 ). In fact, a reflective 

measurement model would arguably be most appropriate, as the processes and 

activities responsible for the rise of opacity could be assessed empirically via their 

effects (Rigdon, 2016; Sarstedt et al., 2016). Moreover, the collected data may also be 

used to discover and evaluate individual elements of the explanatory mechanism, such 

as criteria, conditions and aftermath, th us helping to alleviate the effects of algorithmic 

opacity. 

The outcomes of these multiple case studies will include best practice suggestions, 

guidelines, and indicators for practitioners and decision-makers. These outcomes will 

enable the stakeholders to detect and manage possible emergence of algorithmic 
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opacity. Moreover, these practice-oriented outcomes will include a description of 

situations and settings conducive to the emergence of algorithmic opacity as well as 

recommendations on how to handle those cases. 
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